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Drill holes up to 50mm Fig. Radial drilling machine belong to power feed type.2 Up-Right Drilling Machine Radial Drilling
Machine It the largest and most versatile used for drilling medium to large and heavy work pieces. application of power
feed and wider range of spindle speed.

The milling cutter is a rotary cutting tool , often with multiple cutting points. As opposed to drilling , where
the tool is advanced along its rotation axis, the cutter in milling is usually moved perpendicular to its axis so
that cutting occurs on the circumference of the cutter. As the milling cutter enters the workpiece, the cutting
edges flutes or teeth of the tool repeatedly cut into and exit from the material, shaving off chips swarf from the
workpiece with each pass. The cutting action is shear deformation; material is pushed off the workpiece in tiny
clumps that hang together to a greater or lesser extent depending on the material to form chips. This makes
metal cutting somewhat different in its mechanics from slicing softer materials with a blade. The milling
process removes material by performing many separate, small cuts. This is accomplished by using a cutter
with many teeth, spinning the cutter at high speed, or advancing the material through the cutter slowly; most
often it is some combination of these three approaches. The speed at which the piece advances through the
cutter is called feed rate, or just feed; it is most often measured in length of material per full revolution of the
cutter. There are two major classes of milling process: In face milling, the cutting action occurs primarily at
the end corners of the milling cutter. Face milling is used to cut flat surfaces faces into the workpiece, or to cut
flat-bottomed cavities. In peripheral milling, the cutting action occurs primarily along the circumference of the
cutter, so that the cross section of the milled surface ends up receiving the shape of the cutter. In this case the
blades of the cutter can be seen as scooping out material from the work piece. Peripheral milling is well suited
to the cutting of deep slots, threads, and gear teeth. Milling cutter Many different types of cutting tools are
used in the milling process. Milling cutters such as endmills may have cutting surfaces across their entire end
surface, so that they can be drilled into the workpiece plunging. Milling cutters may also have extended
cutting surfaces on their sides to allow for peripheral milling. Tools optimized for face milling tend to have
only small cutters at their end corners. The cutting surfaces of a milling cutter are generally made of a hard
and temperature-resistant material, so that they wear slowly. A low cost cutter may have surfaces made of high
speed steel. More expensive but slower-wearing materials include cemented carbide. Thin film coatings may
be applied to decrease friction or further increase hardness. They are cutting tools typically used in milling
machines or machining centres to perform milling operations and occasionally in other machine tools. They
remove material by their movement within the machine e. A diagram of revolution ridges on a surface milled
by the side of the cutter, showing the position of the cutter for each cutting pass and how it corresponds with
the ridges cutter rotation axis is perpendicular to image plane As material passes through the cutting area of a
milling machine, the blades of the cutter take swarfs of material at regular intervals. Surfaces cut by the side of
the cutter as in peripheral milling therefore always contain regular ridges. The distance between ridges and the
height of the ridges depend on the feed rate, number of cutting surfaces, the cutter diameter. Trochoidal marks,
characteristic of face milling. The face milling process can in principle produce very flat surfaces. These
revolution marks give the characteristic finish of a face milled surface. Often a final pass with a slow feed rate
is used to improve the surface finish after the bulk of the material has been removed.. In a precise face milling
operation, the revolution marks will only be microscopic scratches due to imperfections in the cutting edge.
Heavy gang milling of milling machine tables Gang milling refers to the use of two or more milling cutters
mounted on the same arbor that is, ganged in a horizontal-milling setup. All of the cutters may perform the
same type of operation, or each cutter may perform a different type of operation. For example, if several
workpieces need a slot, a flat surface, and an angular groove , a good method to cut these within a non- CNC
context would be gang milling. All the completed workpieces would be the same, and milling time per piece
would be minimized. Today, CNC mills with automatic tool change and 4- or 5-axis control obviate
gang-milling practice to a large extent. Equipment[ edit ] Milling is performed with a milling cutter in various
forms, held in a collett or similar which, in turn, is held in the spindle of a milling machine. Types and
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nomenclature[ edit ] Mill orientation is the primary classification for milling machines. The two basic
configurations are vertical and horizontal. However, there are alternative classifications according to method
of control, size, purpose and power source. Vertical mill[ edit ] Vertical milling machine. Milling cutters are
held in the spindle and rotate on its axis. There are two subcategories of vertical mills: A turret mill has a
stationary spindle and the table is moved both perpendicular and parallel to the spindle axis to accomplish
cutting. The most common example of this type is the Bridgeport, described below. Turret mills often have a
quill which allows the milling cutter to be raised and lowered in a manner similar to a drill press. This type of
machine provides two methods of cutting in the vertical Z direction: Turret mills are generally considered by
some to be more versatile of the two designs. However, turret mills are only practical as long as the machine
remains relatively small. As machine size increases, moving the knee up and down requires considerable effort
and it also becomes difficult to reach the quill feed handle if equipped. Therefore, larger milling machines are
usually of the bed type. A third type also exists, a lighter machine, called a mill-drill, which is a close relative
of the vertical mill and quite popular with hobbyists. A mill-drill is similar in basic configuration to a small
drill press, but equipped with an X-Y table. They also typically use more powerful motors than a comparably
sized drill press, with potentiometer-controlled speed and generally have more heavy-duty spindle bearings
than a drill press to deal with the lateral loading on the spindle that is created by a milling operation. A mill
drill also typically raises and lowers the entire head, including motor, often on a dovetailed vertical, where a
drill press motor remains stationary, while the arbor raises and lowers within a driving collar. Other
differences that separate a mill-drill from a drill press may be a fine tuning adjustment for the Z-axis, a more
precise depth stop, the capability to lock the X, Y or Z axis, and often a system of tilting the head or the entire
vertical column and powerhead assembly to allow angled cutting. Aside from size and precision, the principal
difference between these hobby-type machines and larger true vertical mills is that the X-Y table is at a fixed
elevation; the Z-axis is controlled in basically the same fashion as drill press, where a larger vertical or knee
mill has a vertically fixed milling head, and changes the X-Y table elevation. These are frequently of lower
quality than other types of machines, but still fill the hobby role well because they tend to be benchtop
machines with small footprints and modest price tags. Horizontal milling machine[ edit ] Horizontal milling
machine. Many horizontal mills also feature a built-in rotary table that allows milling at various angles; this
feature is called a universal table. While endmills and the other types of tools available to a vertical mill may
be used in a horizontal mill, their real advantage lies in arbor-mounted cutters, called side and face mills,
which have a cross section rather like a circular saw, but are generally wider and smaller in diameter. Because
the cutters have good support from the arbor and have a larger cross-sectional area than an end mill, quite
heavy cuts can be taken enabling rapid material removal rates. These are used to mill grooves and slots. Plain
mills are used to shape flat surfaces. Several cutters may be ganged together on the arbor to mill a complex
shape of slots and planes. Special cutters can also cut grooves, bevels, radii, or indeed any section desired.
These specialty cutters tend to be expensive. Simplex mills have one spindle, and duplex mills have two. It is
also easier to cut gears on a horizontal mill. Some horizontal milling machines are equipped with a
power-take-off provision on the table. This allows the table feed to be synchronized to a rotary fixture,
enabling the milling of spiral features such as hypoid gears. Comparative merits[ edit ] The choice between
vertical and horizontal spindle orientation in milling machine design usually hinges on the shape and size of a
workpiece and the number of sides of the workpiece that require machining. Thus vertical mills are most
favored for diesinking work machining a mould into a block of metal. Prior to numerical control , horizontal
milling machines evolved first, because they evolved by putting milling tables under lathe-like headstocks.
Vertical mills appeared in subsequent decades, and accessories in the form of add-on heads to change
horizontal mills to vertical mills and later vice versa have been commonly used. Even in the CNC era, a heavy
workpiece needing machining on multiple sides lends itself to a horizontal machining center, while diesinking
lends itself to a vertical one. In addition to horizontal versus vertical, other distinctions are also important:
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MACHINING OPERATIONS AND MACHINE TOOLS. 1. Turning and Related Operations Machine Tool for drilling â€¢
Drill press â€¢ CNC Milling machine. Horizontal.

The samples were finished with heatresistant paints in contrasting colors silver and black but you could opt to
forego the two-tone and just use one color paint instead. The project files are intentionally kept separate, but
you can create your own multiple layout for creating as many trivets per board, as you wish. The dimensions
of each trivet are about 9. The Aspire project is similar to the original in several ways, but redesigned to be a
bit smaller. The back has two keyhole slots created with the Vectric Keyhole Toolpath Gadget. This makes a
convenient method to securely hang the shelf unit on your wall. The finished dimensions of the sample Petit
Gothique Wall Shelf are about: Swing back over for compact storage. The slight angle of the handle support
helps keep drips from your spoons where they belong - in the spoon rest and off your counter top. The sample
was sealed and finished with a food-safe salad bowl finsh. A light washing after each use is all that should be
required to keep your Spoon Rest in good shape. Mineral Oil can be substituted for the salad bowl finish and
re-applied periodically. Either finish you choose should have a minimum of 3 coats applied. Closed
dimensions are about: Open dimensions are about: Textures were made by creating thin overlay components
from photos of actual branches and then combined with components made from Texture Toolpath previews.
The finish on the sample is a glaze of brown acrylic paint to enhance the bark texture and top grain. The
finished outer dimensions of the sample Twiggy Tissue Box Cover are about: The project features five
v-carved word plaques with a background texture created by the Vcarve Pro software and machined with a
small ballnose bit. The project can easily be customized as a Christmas themed item i. It can be assembled
using 10 wood screws to enable disassembly for storage, or glued together as a permanent structure, as you
wish. Besides normal indoor use, it can be a nice and inviting decorative item for your outside entry door as
well! The finished dimensions are about: The design features a Cornucopia model carved into both end panels.
The cornucopia can be replaced with any model of your choice to cusomize your Bread Server. The simple
panel and dowel assembly makes a comfortable weekend project. You can adjust the length of the bottom
panel and dowels to customize the overall length of the bread server, as you wish. The finished dimensions of
the sample Bread Server are about: I got the inspiration to try this technique from a discussion on the Vectric
Forum. The procedure used was to create thin component models in Aspire of the front and back of a dollar
bill image, import STL versions of each component model into separate instances of VCarve Pro 8, then create
a finish toolpath with a large stepover setting to yield a line engraving effect. Sealing the material, then
applying a dark paint or stain and wiping it off accentuates the carve details. The coin access panel is a
decorative v-carved inlaid part sized appropriately using the convenient Inlay Toolpath feature with automatic
compensation for the tool radius in VCarve Pro and Aspire. The access panel is secured with two round head
brass machine screws and T-nuts hidden inside the coin compartment. The dimensions of the Big Buck Bank
are about: This clock was designed with an American 18th century neoclassical style in mind to adorn your
mantlepiece, a side table or shelf. The interleaved flourish reliefs were derived from the Vectric clipart models
included with Aspire 8. The tools in Aspire made it easy to slice-and-dice the existing models to create custom
versions suitable for the clock. Sculpting, smoothing, tilts and fades allowed for blending and merging the
components nicely. The traditional coved arch top with the delicate recessed fan motif was modeled in another
instance of the software, then imported into the front layout file to complete the project design. The
dimensions of the finished project are about: The project was created entirely with VCarve Pro 8 and takes
advantage of the new ability to directly machine 3D relief models. Observing the files should clarify how the
intended result was achieved. The v-carve design on the front was done in the normal way, although it has a
rather shallow flat depth to minimize the amount of material needed for the inlay fill. The dimensions of the
Inlay Vase are about: The lid design features a faux "pierced tin" effect which is accentuated by dabbing silver
paint on the pierced area panel. The finished dimensions of the Pierced Tin Tea Chest are about: In the past,
this project would have required Aspire in order to run it. The chain link model itself was indeed created in
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Aspire, but imported as an STL into the new Vcarve Pro software where you are now able to directly machine
3D relief models! This is a two-sided carve with 14 link models on the front and 14 link models on the back of
the material. The project yields a wooden chain about 27 " long. You can make a chain as long as you wish just run the project as many times as required. The files are laid out for 5. Each material length for the sample
was cut in succession from the same board and kept in the same order and grain orientation when placed on
the machine bed. The finished dimensions are: So, here it is - The Divine Clock! The assembled dimensions
are about: Hot chocolates, teas and other hot beverages can be dispensed from many of these machines in
addition to a variety of coffee flavors and blends. Most of these systems use a standard-size cup container that
holds a flavored concentrate for mixing with hot water. These cups are commonly known as K-cups. This
project provides a useful way to organize and store up to twenty K-cups conveniently nearby your home
beverage machine. The storage holder rotates on a small Lazy Susan bearing to view your beverage selections.
The design and finishing technique gives the appearance that the holder was made from slices and slabs of
small logs or branches with the bark left on them. This will fit well with any country kitchen theme or even as
a nice design contrast in a more contemporary kitchen environment. With that idea in mind, this project
simulates a random grouping of old-style print blocks in a mirror frame. The varying depths of the "blocks"
gives the illusion that they are actually individual parts and serve to hide and strengthen the joint where the
two halves of the print block panel are glued together. The project is an interesting exercise in toolpathing
techniques. The toolpathing order is very important, as many of the toolpaths have start depths that depend
upon a previous machining to a certain depth. The assembled dimensions are: This version features a
punched-tin style hole pattern through 0. The holes are part of the decorative panel designs and let light peek
through from the inside. The interior is lit with a battery operated flickering tea light instead of a candle. These
luminarias are intended for indoor use to be displayed on a shelf, buffet or dining table to make a nice addition
to any holiday decor. The design is not especially holiday specific and depending upon your choice of finish,
the luminarias could be displayed all year long if desired. The assembled dimensions of each luminaria are
about 5. Groups of three dark colored rocks is common. The sand is raked in patterns up to and around these
rock "islands" to represent water ripples. The lid of the box imitates this cultural garden style. The sample box
was made from a single wood type. The end panels, lid and bamboo front and back panel finish was applied
before assembly. The files are purposely orgranized so you may easily machine contrasting wood types
instead of applying a finish before assembly, if you wish. This eventually led him to a very successful career
as his bentwood furniture designs gained much popularity which remains to this day. This project does not
contain any actual bent wood, but does try to reproduce the essence of the style in miniature form. The Vectric
Aspire software drawing and modeling tools make creating this type of project rather easy. We hope you have
fun making your own Bentwood Rocker Photo Frame! It was modeled in Aspire 4. This project can be
enjoyed by VCarve Pro owners and Aspire owners alike. The Business Card Holder will make a great gift for
clients, friends and business contacts, as well as providing a dandy way of using up some of those
miscellaneous wood scraps that accumulate around The finished dimensions of each business card holder are
4. Tuscany is a peaceful region in Central Italy renowned for its beautiful scenery, unique cultural heritage,
fine wines and much more. The grape motif depicted on the clock pays tribute to the famous vineyards so
quintessential to the area.
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crushing plant layout filetype pdf calendrierdelascience.com Operations Management- crushing plant layout filetype
pdf,81 Principles of universal grinding plant cnc milling machine pdf filetype ppt and cnc.

Chapter 4 : CNC Drilling Machine â€“ Sean Soleyman
machine is implemented using Arduino Controller, CNC router and open source software for controlling the whole
calendrierdelascience.com main aim of this project is to reduce the time consumed, hard.
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USB CNC is suitable for Industry,Technology Research,Advertising Design,Arts Creation,Teaching,Student Project and
Hobby calendrierdelascience.com is designed for large area engraving work such as Indust.

Chapter 6 : CNC drilling machine - All industrial manufacturers - Videos
Adapting to our customer's needs, in ERLO Taladros y Roscadoras S.L.U. we have created a new drilling machines'
range which is focused in maintenance jobs.

Chapter 7 : Milling (machining) - Wikipedia
Your CNC machine is also run by a computer, this may be a standalone PC or a dedicated Control Box. This guide will
assume a basic knowledge of computers and the Windows.

Chapter 8 : Cnc Lathe Machine, Cnc Drilling Machine, Cnc Vertical Boring Machine, Mumbai, India
EML L -- MAE Design and Manufacturing Laboratory. CNC Machining. Intro to CNC Machining â€¢ CNC stands for
computer numeric calendrierdelascience.com refers to any machine tool (i.e. mill, lathe, drill press, etc.) which uses a
computer.

Chapter 9 : ShopBot Projects
All projects come from calendrierdelascience.com, are written by CNC experts, and contain pictures for each step so
you can easily make these yourself.â‚¬ Instructables is the most popular project-sharing community on the Internet.
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